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Objective: To compile a global typology of commercial sex work.

Methods: A Medline search and review of 681 “prostitution” articles was conducted. In addition, the investigators pooled their 20 years of collected papers and monographs, and their observations in more than 15 countries. Arbitrary categories were developed to compile a workable typology of sex work.

Results: At least 25 types of sex work were identified according to worksite, principal mode of soliciting clients, or sexual practices. These types of work are often grouped under the headings of “direct” and “indirect” prostitution, with the latter group less likely to be perceived or to perceive themselves as sex workers. In general, policing sex work can change its typology and location but its prevalence is rarely affected. The public health implications of sex work vary widely.

Conclusion: Developing comprehensive sexual health promotion programmes requires a complete understanding of the types of sex work in a particular area. This study provides a checklist for developing appropriate and targeted programmes.

RESULTS

Types and social contexts of sex work

Only in the most extreme social situations, such as the Cultural Revolution in 1960s China and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, has commercial sex probably been quantitatively suppressed. Typically social and legal sanctions against sex workers merely succeed in displacing the activity into other localities or into a different kind of working arrangement.

Every country, and every region within those countries, has a different composition to its sex industry—shaped by history, social and economic factors, legal framework, and policing practices.

The reasons why people take money or gifts for sex are very varied. In some ancient traditions prostitution was recognised as the hereditary calling of particular subgroups or classes. In these cases women were “born into prostitution.” There are echoes of this practice in India and Nepal where descendents of temple dancers (Devadasis) and female court musicians (Nautch girls) still follow their “hereditary calling, although their ritual significance is greatly diminished.”

Currently most sex work has a strong economic basis, primarily as a source of income for sex workers, but also for dependent kin and associates including pimps, managers, and ancillary workers. Individual sex workers have very different levels of need ranging from survival, debt, drug dependency, coercion, and social connection, to desire for wealth and social mobility. These underlying motives affect the sex worker’s autonomy and ability to respond to health promotion messages. For example, a refugee with dependent children in a war zone is less empowered to insist that a passing soldier uses a condom than an escort in a wealthy country, who may be supplementing her income to buy a better car.

Direct prostitution

Table 1 lists a variety of sexual services widely recognised as “prostitution” because it is clear that the primary purpose of the interaction is to exchange sex for a fee. These services are referred to as “direct” prostitution, though there is great variety in the social context and possible harms associated with these transactions.
Table 1: A typology of “direct” sex work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Geographic distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street: Clients solicited on the street, park or public places. Serviced in side streets, vehicles, or short stay premises</td>
<td>Widespread, particularly if alternative work sites are unavailable (United States, Europe, United Kingdom, Australasia) and/or there is socioeconomic breakdown (eastern Europe, parts of Africa, South and South East Asia, and Latin America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothel: Premises explicitly dedicated to providing sex. Better security than street. Often licensed by authorities</td>
<td>Preferred where sex work is decriminalised or brothels are “tolerated.” (Australia, New Zealand, South East Asia, India, Europe, Latin America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escort: Client contacts sex worker by phone or via hotel staff. Most covert form of sex work. Relatively expensive because of low client turnover. Service provided at client’s home or hotel room</td>
<td>Ubiquitous. In the United States escorts and private workers contacted by phone and working from a “call book” are known as “call girls” or “call men”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private: Client contacts sex worker by phone. Similar to escorts except services provided in sex worker’s premises. A variant in London and other big cities is “flat” prostitution—high cost services in rented, serviced, inner city units</td>
<td>United Kingdom, Europe, United States, and Australia. Sometimes doorway (see below) and street sex workers bring clients home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window or doorway: Brothels with sex workers on public display. Windows preferred in cold climates, doorways in warmer places</td>
<td>Window prostitution almost unique to Amsterdam and Hamburg. Doorway prostitution found in less affluent areas of European cities and in African and other developing countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club, pub, bar, karaoke bar, dance hall: Clients solicited in alcohol vending venues and serviced on site or elsewhere</td>
<td>Ubiquitous depending on types of male club available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other all-male venues: Clients solicited in all-male venues such as barbershops, bathhouses, saunas, and mining camps. Serviced on site or elsewhere</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door knock or hotel: Unattached males are approached in their hotel rooms or boarding houses</td>
<td>Hotels worldwide and wherever large numbers of unaccompanied males reside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport (ship, truck, train): Sex workers may board vehicles to service the crew or passengers or pick up clients at stations and terminals</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB radio: Sex workers drive along highways using CB radio to exchange (jargon) messages with potential truck driver clients. Serviced at truck stops or parking areas</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other methods of solicitation: Through various media including noticeboard and newspaper advertisements, “sex worker catalogues” with mobile phone numbers, the internet via virtual brothels, etc. Services are delivered mostly in brothels and other indoor venues</td>
<td>Ubiquitous, but internet and mobile phone services are mostly confined to large cities in developed countries—particularly the United Kingdom and Sweden where legislation limits other forms of advertising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Street or other public place sex work is probably the most widespread type of prostitution globally. Large numbers of street based sex workers can be an indicator of socioeconomic breakdown in developing and war torn countries. In wealthy countries sex workers are more likely to solicit publicly if legislation denies them access to indoor venues, they are drug dependent, or there is an employment crisis. Many sex workers regard street work as undesirable because of the danger of violence and other forms of social hostility. Nevertheless some prefer the relative autonomy and unregulated conditions of outdoor work. In a minority of settings street work is more lucrative and therefore more prized by sex workers. Sometimes the lack of privacy limits services to providing oral sex or “hand relief,” thus reducing associated health risks.

Instead of waiting for passing trade, some sex workers actively seek their clients in male dominated venues such as pubs, clubs, hostels or hotels. Others frequent transport hubs, servicing travellers and crew for cash or intercity travel. In an extension of street work, some sex workers in the United States drive their own cars on interstate highways soliciting truck drivers via CB radio. Between soliciting in public and indoor sex work are doorway and window prostitution. The red light areas of Hamburg and Amsterdam are well known for their “shop” window sex workers. More commonly sex workers in poorer European suburbs, and many parts of the developing world, solicit passing trade from the doorways of small brothels or their own homes.

Indoor sex work is typified by brothel prostitution. Brothels vary enormously in their size and décor from mere hovels through tenement bedrooms to elaborate “pleasure palaces” with lavish fantasy themes. Brothels also vary in their administration from individual “houses” to fully staffed business enterprises. The human rights and working conditions of brothel prostitutes are similarly varied, but brothels generally offer greater security than the street in terms of personal safety and the ability to provide some health care and education. Brothel prostitution is found in most places where there is a significant sex industry and it is the form most likely to be the subject of state regulation.

Another widespread form of indoor prostitution is escort prostitution where sex workers are contacted by phone and travel to the clients’ premises. Escort agencies may operate...
the transaction may not be recognised as prostitution.

 POTENTIAL EXPOSURE TO VIOLENCE FROM CLIENTS AND MAY HAVE

THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE. HOWEVER, ESCORT SEX WORKERS ARE

COVERT AND ARE THEREFORE BETTER TOLERATED BY LAW ENFORCERS AND

WORKING IN A WAY THAT ALLOWS THEM TO LIVE DECENTLY. THEY

WORK WITHOUT PAYMENT AND MAY HAVE A COMBINATION OF SOCIAL

AND ECONOMIC NEEDS.

PRIVATE SEX WORKERS WORKING ALONE OR IN SMALL GROUPS FROM

“RESIDENTIAL” PREMISES ARE A SIGNIFICANT SECTOR OF THE INDUSTRY

IN AUSTRALIA, THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND MANY OTHER PARTS OF

THE WORLD.19 21 22 PRIVATE SEX WORKERS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES,

UNLIKE DOORWAY PROSTITUTES, DO NOT RELY ON PASSING TRADE BUT

REQUIRE THEIR CLIENTS TO MAKE APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE. THEY

CAN PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INCOME FOR LOWLY OR IRREGULARLY PAID WORKERS IN OTHER INDUSTRIES.18 IN THESE CASES THE TRANSACTION MAY NOT BE RECOGNISED AS PROSTITUTION. CONSEQUENTLY THE PERSONAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH RISKS MAY BE GREATER THAN IN THE “DIRECT” SEX INDUSTRY.17 DURING THE GREAT DEPRESSION IN AUSTRALIA “AMATEUR PROSTITUTE” (SOMETIMES PART-TIME PROSTITUTES, OFTEN ANY WOMEN ENGAGING IN CASUAL SEX) WERE BLAMED FOR A SIGNIFICANT PROPORTION OF VENEREAL DISEASE IN THE COMMUNITY.37–39 SIMILAR BLAME WAS LEVELLED AT “GOOD TIME GIRLS” WHO ACCOMPANYING FOREIGN SERVICEMEN ON WARTIME LEAVE IN SYDNEY.34 WHERE A PROSTITUTION LICENSING REGIME EXISTS “CLANDESTINAS” (UNREGISTERED SEX WORKERS) ARE MORE AT RISK THAN FULL-TIME, REGISTERED SEX WORKERS.35 THERE ARE SOME INDIRECT SEXUAL SERVICES (BONDAGE AND DISCIPLINE, LAP DANCING, MASSAGE (TABLE 2)) THAT INVOLVE LITTLE OR NO GENITAL CONTACT AND THEREFORE HAVE LITTLE SEXUAL HEALTH RISK.36 EVEN LESS RISKY ARE SERVICES SUCH AS TELEPHONE SEX AND THE VARIOUS FORMS OF INTERNET (VIRTUAL) SEX WHICH ONLY BECOME A PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERN IF THEY PRECEDE AN ACTUAL SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP. THESE SERVICES ARE MOSTLY CONFINED TO WEALTHIER COUNTRIES.

OTHER FORMS OF INDIRECT PROSTITUTION INVOLVE GENITAL INTERCOURSE, BUT ONLY AFTER A PREVIOUS TRANSACTION, SUCH AS THE PURCHASE OF BEER, OR A MASSAGE, OR SOME FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT, HAS OCCURRED.35–39 THESE AND OTHER FORMS OF OPPORTUNISTIC SEX, INCLUDING SEX FOR DRUGS EXCHANGES, CAN HAVE MAJOR PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS.35 FREQUENTLY, BOTH THE SEX WORKER AND THE CLIENT VIEW THESE TRANSACTIONS AS UNPLANNED, SPUR OF
and power disparities between the sex worker and the client. The worst is sex slavery. These arrangements infer large economic risk enhanced by low fee for service, high number of clients, and/or absence of condoms.

``commercial'' sex by the arrangement, and the sex worker both the client, who may believe he has avoided the risks of necessity driven transactions, the relative desperation and sexual partner may interpret a transaction as prostitution, while the other understands it as casual sex or short term companionate love. Even more, in the case of survival or number of clients. As noted above the presence of these factors reduces the judgment and discretion of sex workers in health matters. They may equally be a reason for avoiding legal brothel Massage parlours (non-genital contact).

Sex worker more in control. Some security mechanisms and/or peer support. Risk reduced if income more predictable and condoms used consistently.

Protected venue. Smaller status difference between client and sex worker and/or limited genital contact. Risk reduced if income is sufficient and incidence of penetrative sex minimised.

High risk
- Sex worker is disadvantaged and client has more control. Alcohol or drugs are often a factor.
- Risk enhanced by low fee for service, high number of clients, and/or absence of condoms.

Medium risk
- Private/call girl
- Doorway
- Illegal brothel
- Ritual ("hereditary")

Lower risk
- Legal brothel
- Window (associated with legal brothel)
- Street (masturbation only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Sex for drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club, pub, and bar</td>
<td>Survival sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other all male venues</td>
<td>Beer girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB radio</td>
<td>Street vendors and traders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door knock/hotel</td>
<td>&quot;Part timers&quot; with other legitimate work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship/truck/train</td>
<td>&quot;Long time&quot; girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escort/call girl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other factors affecting the health and welfare of sex workers

The locational and circumstantial contexts of sex work are important in estimating the potential health hazards of prostitution, but there are other critical cross cutting factors. An important variable is the number of clients a sex worker sees during a typical working shift. High volumes of clients over relatively short periods are linked to high levels of STI and other poor health outcomes. However, this is dramatically modified by the consistent use of condoms and the relative prosperity of sex workers and their community. High numbers of clients associated with low income prostitution produces much worse outcomes.

Low income, in turn, is related to a number of factors. Sex workers in impoverished communities in developing countries earn little, and have very limited, if any, access to condoms and health services. Coerced sex workers are often forced to service large numbers of clients to maximise the profits of pimps and traffickers. Even without overt coercion, expenses imposed on sex workers (by minders, managers, corrupt officials, and court fines) may force them to work more intensely and for longer shifts than in more tolerant environments. Many sex workers have to see more clients because they are unable to charge an appropriate fee for services. Often very young and older sex workers are exploited in this way. Similarly, illegal, immigrant, homeless, mobile, and/or physically and socially isolated sex workers are less able to negotiate adequate prices for their services, particularly when many of their clients are similarly disadvantaged.

Compulsive and addictive behaviour involving drugs, alcohol, or gambling can motivate prostitution and increase the number of clients. As noted above the presence of these factors reduces the judgment and discretion of sex workers in health matters. They may equally be a reason for avoiding legal, health, and welfare services.

Trafficking and sex slavery

For centuries people have crossed borders to provide cheap labour including sex work. Currently, these issues are matters of debate because of the global spread of HIV and the major labour migrations from eastern Europe, South America, and parts of Africa and Asia. Though travel and migration for the purposes of sex work are usually voluntary, sometimes they are not—giving rise to emotional language such as “trafficking” and “sex slavery.” Coerced prostitution is morally repugnant, but the current debate has failed to clarify the real issues relating to individual agency (choice) and the protection of human rights (including sex worker rights), in the context of trade globalisation and labour restriction.

Male and transgender sex work

Male and transgender sex work can assume any of the forms associated with female sex work. The client base is almost always male. In spite of this many young and/or drug dependent male sex workers in wealthier countries self identify as heterosexual. Their clients, similarly, may be “gay,” “bisexual,” or “straight.” Equally, many female sex workers self identify as lesbian. When male sex workers self identify as homosexual the distinction between work and play is sometimes blurred. Typically located near resorts in poorer countries, young men—“bumsters” or “beachboys”—hire themselves to wealthy western women for social and...
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, prostitution varies enormously in its forms and social contexts. The health and personal safety of sex workers depends to a considerable degree on the context and location of their transactions and the intensity of their working life (table 3).

Almost everywhere there are laws designed to limit and control prostitution but they rarely achieve their desired effect. Laws against prostitution organisers may temporarily reduce the activity but also drive it into more covert forms.6,7 Laws punishing prostitutes further reduce their power to protect themselves and leave them vulnerable to arbitrary and corrupt behaviour by officials.89 Where prostitution is regulated by licensing, sex workers outside the system are doubly compromised as far as their health and safety is concerned, with potentially far reaching public health effects.10,11

Commensurate with the economic basis of prostitution, health outcomes are generally better where sex workers have a higher status measured by their ability to earn a good income, be selective about their clients and their services, and be supported by adequately resourced health services and community based organisations.
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Key messages

- Sex work is ubiquitous and takes many forms
- The public health implications of sex work vary greatly
- Much sex work is conducted under the guise of other activities
- Indirect and covert sex workers are less likely to benefit from health promotion programmes

SEX WORK: WHAT IS IT?

Sex work involves earning income from sexual purposes. "Gigolos" are a half mythical upmarket

Child prostitution

Child prostitution is reviled everywhere though serious moves to reduce its prevalence through the active international pursuit of its clients and organisers, are relatively recent. Child prostitution is ubiquitous and can take any of the above forms.

CONCLUSION

Laws against prostitution organisers may temporarily depend to a considerable degree on the context and location of their transactions and the intensity of their working life (table 3).

Almost everywhere there are laws designed to limit and control prostitution but they rarely achieve their desired effect. Laws against prostitution organisers may temporarily reduce the power to protect themselves and leave them vulnerable to arbitrary and corrupt behaviours by officials.9 Where prostitution is regulated by licensing, sex workers outside the system are doubly compromised as far as their health and safety is concerned, with potentially far reaching public health effects.10

Further reading


